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G TECHNOLOGIES GROUP is an industrial relevant subject in the province of Como (Italy), operating

in the fields of technology applied to the production of drying and finishing systems for printing

industry as well as of systems for the textile sector. THE GROUP arises from the synergy of its two

internal divisions: Giardina Graphic (printing industry sector) and Brosiomeccanica (textile industry

sector).

Thanks to its ability to carry out research and development internally, its reliability and flexibility, G

Technologies Group offers itself as a qualified interlocutor on the global technology and mechanics

market. The strength of the group comes from the experience that its divisions developed over the

years, on different markets and with technologies always in step with the times. Thanks to this

synergy, today G Technologies Group represents a reliable partner in the fields where its divisions

operate successfully.

THE GROUP
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G TECHNOLOGIES GROUP organizes its production in three different locations, on an 8000 square

meters total covered area. In addition to the main office in Cermenate, the group counts on the two

structures of Villa Guardia and Novedrate:

• Headquarter (Cermenate): 5.000 sqm production area

• Production unit in Villa Guardia 2.000 sqm production area

• Production unit in Novedrate 1.000 sqm production area

OUR PRODUCTION FACTORIES
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The G TECHNOLOGIES management chain follows a well-defined path in which it is defined as the

value chain. It includes a series of steps whose strict observation, also using an internal

computerized protocol, it guarantees absolute quality in all phases of design and production.

Sequence:

• Project of the production process: the sales force has a great knowledge of the process that

allows it to offer its customers the best product in order to satisfy the ever-increasing needs of

the market.

• System design: mechanical and electrical designers, software experts, technologists, all

together, they contribute to innovative system projects.

• System Construction: all the systems produced are built according to the most modern

production methods.

VALUE CHAIN
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• Quality control: through continuous checks, analysis of defects and their elimination or

reduction, through tests and precision instruments. Systems Installation: our technicians

assemble, test and bring the machines to full production, always generating added value to

customers' products.

• System installation: our technicians assemble, test and bring to full production, always

generating added-value to customers products.

• Technical assistance: our after-sales service helps it’s always available and ready to keep the

system in a state of full efficiency throughout its useful life.

• Technological assistance: our staff continuously collaborates with customers to experiment and

develop new products and processes, according to the markets development.

VALUE CHAIN
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G Technologies guarantees rapid intervention both for the start-up and for the effective restoration

of the conditions of use of the plants.

The elements on which the efficiency of our assistance is based are the following:

• On-site technical assistance

• Call Service (available 24 hours a day, 7 days on week) *

• Scheduled preventive maintenance

• Customized service contracts

• Displacement of already existing systems

• Development of industrial processes

* Optional paid service

AFTER SALES ASSISTANCE
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G Technologies can perform immediate and maximum effectiveness interventions, thanks to

competent technicians, with a high specific preparation.

The Group includes specialized multilingual technicians, including mechanics, electricians and

software experts.

The after-sales service of the company guarantees specialized assistance and an accurate check

concerning the correct functioning of the installed systems, thanks to the fact that the transfer of

data and the solution of the intervention itself can sometimes take place online in an environment

of maximum security and protection.

AFTER SALES ASSISTANCE
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G TECHNOLOGIES GROUP owns an important warehouse of original spare parts, in order to support

the activities of its customers. The after-sales phase is of crucial importance to the group, whose

core business as a primary objective of its business in customer satisfaction and its

entrepreneurial security and tranquility.

G Technologies, can ensure effective interventions and in a short time, relying on:

• Immediate availability of spare parts

• Original and controlled spare parts

• Fast supply

• Shipments traceability

The quality of original spare parts is guaranteed by constant control

carried out directly by our staff.

SPARE PARTS
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G TECHNOLOGIES GROUP offers full cooperation with the customer, starting from the sale and

installation, up to the commissioning of the plants, going through a crucial phase of assistance and

continuous training. The customer will be able to enjoy individual technical advice, customized

tests and demos on the various systems supplied by our company.

The training and updating of the technical staff of the customers takes place through customized

training that offer effective tools for the best use of the systems, the development of processes, the

optimization of "turnkey" solutions.

G Technologies provides the customer with training courses for mechanical, electrical and

electronic maintenance workers, machine operators and advanced process development courses,

as well as a specialized consultancy concerning the introduction of new processes, system’s use

modifications, use of new technologies, support for the optimization of the most complex

processes.

TRAINING
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Organizational flexibility as well as solutions management ability are the key attributes that allow G

Technologies Group to strengthen and consolidate its position over the international market.

The main features of our model are:

• Ability to adapt the processes and the performances of the plants to the evolution of the markets

• Applicability on the installed systems of any most recent available innovations

• Integration into plants of new devices for performance improvement

• Integration with equipment for completion of individual processes

All systems can be continuously updated with the increasing integration of integrated logistics

systems and with management software applications and process monitoring.

UPGRADE
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GRAPHIC DIVISION
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G-LED
UV Led Systems

UV
Energy Saving UV 

Systems

H.A.
Hot Air Systems

I.R.
Infrared Systems
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GLOBAL DRYING SOLUTIONS
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HIGH QUALITY SOLUTIONS FOR 
METAL DECORATING INDUSTRY



CORRUGATED BOARD MACHINES DRY-BOARD

G-LED
UV Led Systems

METAL DECORATING MACHINES DRY-METAL
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CORRUGATED BOARD MACHINES DRY-BOARDG-LED CURING SYSTEMS DRY-METAL

HIGH PERFORMANCE LED UV CURING SYSTEMS

This technology is used to cure inks and coatings with UV light, offering significant potential for the printing and 
coating industry. 

Giardina Graphic provides a range of LED UV curing systems for a variety of different requirements.

In addition to conventional UV systems, the Giardina Graphic product range also includes a selection of LED UV 
curing systems for a number of industrial solutions. What makes Giardina Graphic stand out is the delivery and 
integration of complete systems that are ready for operation.

LED reactive chemicals are required in order to use LED technology. These LED inks and coatings can be cured in 
a fraction of a second but must always be tailored to the substrate in question. The compact design of the G-
LED modules used makes it possible for them to be installed in a variety of machines.

Once the technical requirements have been met, the G-LED curing systems offer a range of advantages 
compared with classic UV lamp technology. UV LED technology boasts a number of core properties, such as that 
it is environmentally friendly, energy saving and ready for immediate use. The G-LED modules also transmit only 
a small amount of heat to the substrate, enabling high quality processing even for heat sensitive substrates. The 
compact G-LED modules feature a particularly long service life.
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CORRUGATED BOARD MACHINES DRY-BOARDG-LED CURING SYSTEMS DRY-METAL

BENEFITS

• Significant energy saving

• Ready to use as soon as switched on (No warm-up)

• Stepless adjustment

• Low penetration of heat into the substrate

• Zero environmental impact– No mercury – No ozone

• High radiation power

• Compact design

• Long service life

• No fans required – No air ducts

• Installation both on new and existing machines
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CORRUGATED BOARD MACHINES DRY-BOARDG-LED CURING SYSTEMS DRY-METAL

G Technologies, leader company in the production of UV
curing systems and always careful to all evolutions
concerning the printing world, studied and realized a new LED
UV curing system named G-LED. The system at present
develops a specific 40 W/cm² power, among the highest
present in the market. The realization technique focused by
the R&D Dept. of G Technologies bases on the principle of
COB (Chip on Board) modular cards made in beryllium
copper, fixed on aluminum plate cooled by controlled
temperature refrigerant. The monitoring of whole system is
guaranteed by control PLC interfaced with printing machine.
G-LED is the right compromise for who wants to invest today
by assuring the future. G-LED in fact, makes use of most the
technology applied to traditional arc UV lamps (for ex. power
and control, cooling system etc.) allowing the use of two
technologies (“DUO SYSTEM”) by just replacing lamphead.
G-LED is applicable on existing UV systems through
dedicated retrofit and is available in various wavelengths
between 365 nm and 405 nm.

TECHNOLOGYNEW
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CORRUGATED BOARD MACHINES DRY-BOARDG-LED CURING SYSTEMS DRY-METAL

TECHNICAL FEAUTURES:

• COB (Chip on Board) modular card - dim. 21 x 60 mm.

• 40 W/cm² specific power

• Various emission spectra (365 nm to 405 nm)

• Refrigerant cooling

• 25 °C max. operating temperature

• AC operation

• > 20.000 hour average LED lifespan

• PLC – digital interface (emergency stop, LED- on, LED- off)

• “DUO SYSTEM” interchangeability (arc lamps/Led UV)

• One electronic power supplier only (arc lamps/Led UV)

• Supplied power adjustment according to press speed (0-10 V signal)
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CORRUGATED BOARD MACHINES DRY-BOARDG-LED CURING SYSTEMS DRY-METAL

LED UV EMISSION SPECTRUM
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CORRUGATED BOARD MACHINES DRY-BOARDG-LED CURING SYSTEMS DRY-METAL

PEAK POWER

UV LEDs are composed of COB (Chip on Board).

COBs are modular cards on which the individual

LED chips interconnected with ultrasonic bonding

are positioned. These COBs are cooled by direct

controlled temperature liquid without the

interposition of additional copper or aluminum

dissipation elements. Each single COB has a

radiant emission window size of 60 mm x 21 mm

and consists of 24 LEDs. Every single LED is

composed of 4 CHIP enclosed inside a lens that

has a Focused Lens optical system, the irradiation

angle is 60 °.
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CORRUGATED BOARD MACHINES DRY-BOARDG-LED CURING SYSTEMS DRY-METAL

LED LIFESPAN

As stated by the manufacturer, the MTBF (Mean Time Between Failures) of the single chip exceeds 20,000
operating hours under ideal conditions.

The following chart indicates that the loss of efficiency after about 14.280 hours of use at a 70 ° C temperature is
equal to 18%.
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CORRUGATED BOARD MACHINES DRY-BOARDG-LED CURING SYSTEMS DRY-METAL

REFRIGERATION SYSTEM

The main technical features are:

• Storage tank with top up and visual level indicator

• Dual set electronic temperature controller for 
fridge control and high temperature fluid alarm, 
with grade resolution

• Hydraulic bypass with throttled tube

• Automatic bypass valve of the hydraulic circuit, 
overpressure

• Relay of remote alarms for refrigerator block, in NC 
series for OK chiller status

• Dashboard pressure gauge for displaying pump 
pressure
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CORRUGATED BOARD MACHINES DRY-BOARDG-LED CURING SYSTEMS DRY-METAL

FLUID MANIFOLDS

Fluid inflow and backflow manifold to be installed 
very close to the G-LED UV modules each 
complete with:

• Shut-off valve and fluid regulation

• Quick coupling for high-strength connection

• Fluid flow control electronic flowmeter

• Rubber holder for connecting pipes to the 
refrigeration unit
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CORRUGATED BOARD MACHINES DRY-BOARDG-LED CURING SYSTEMS DRY-METAL

CONTROL TOUCH SCREEN

The entire system is managed by a touch screen 
placed in a special containment rack, easy to use 
and intuitive graphics, it allows:

• Independent start-up of UV and LED UV modules

• Independent power selection for each individual 
UV/LED UV module

• Proportional power adjustment of the UV/LED UV 
modules according to printing speed

• Display of instantaneous and cumulative energy 
consumption

• Display of partial and total working hours of the 
individual units

• Storing and selecting recipes for production 
cycles

• Diagnostics and alarm reporting
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CORRUGATED BOARD MACHINES DRY-BOARDG-LED CURING SYSTEMS DRY-METAL

S.L.P.S. DEVICE (DUO SYSTEM)

The change in power whether it is an arc lamp or a LED UV bar is 
automatically managed by the power unit (electronic power 
supplier) which, being equipped with a microprocessor unit, is 
able to detect the type of connected unit (arc lamp or LED UV 
bar) and to adapt the type of management of the same

The power of the arc lamp is adjusted by varying the operating 
voltage / current ratio through the set point control and setting 
the parameters of the electronic power supply in the menu.

The power of the UV LED bar is adjusted by varying the operating 
current through the set point control and setting the parameters 
of the electronic power supply in the menu.

SYSTEMDUO

G-LED
UV Led

UV
Energy Saving UV
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CORRUGATED BOARD MACHINES DRY-BOARDG-LED CURING SYSTEMS DRY-METAL

TELEASSISTANCE SYSTEM

The GT-COSY 131 teleassistance system makes
use of an industrial VPN router designed for
Internet remote access to equipment installed
at customer plants. Such system allows the
remote control of the PLC as well as of the
touch-screen giving the remote visualization of
the working condition and any eventual
anomalies for an immediate software parameter
modification, if required.
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CORRUGATED BOARD MACHINES DRY-BOARDDRY-METALUV + G-LED CURING SYSTEMS (DUO SYSTEM) 
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CORRUGATED BOARD MACHINES DRY-BOARDUV LAMPS AND LEDS BENEFITS DRY-METAL

The most important benefits of each technology for industrial curing are outlined below.
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• Established technology

• Broad lamp spectrum available

• High energy input

• Stepless adjustment

• Broad availability of chemistry

• Wide range of finishing options

• Low investment costs

• Lamps and reflectors easy to replace

• Spectrum easy to change by means of lamp
doping

• Air cooling only (NO chiller required)

• Significant energy saving

• Ready to use as soon as switched on (No warm-up)

• Stepless adjustment

• Low penetration of heat into the substrate

• Zero environmental impact– No mercury – No ozone

• High radiation power

• Compact design

• Long service life

• No fans required – No air ducts

• Installation both on new and existing machines

UV Energy Saving UV G-LED UV Led



CORRUGATED BOARD MACHINES DRY-BOARDUV LAMPS AND LEDS IN COMPARISON DRY-METAL

In addition to the requirements on UV lamp or LED systems, there are technical differences. The most important
features of each technology for industrial curing are outlined below.
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FEATURES UV LAMPS LED UV

Wavelength [nm] spectrum between 200 and 400 365, 385, 395, 405 no short wavelengths

Ozone generation yes no

Thermal radiation yes no

Required space depends on application little

Operation warm-up phase standby-mode (20%) shutter needed no warm-up phase instant switch-on and –off no shutter needed

Cooling air and/or water (depending on machine type) water

Standard lamp life 1,000 – 1,500 hours > 20,000 hours*

Maintenance Easy control via UV measurement device. During maintenance only 
one irradiator needs to be exchanged for one lamp system.

Difficult controlling of the particular dies. In case of a breakdown, 
the complete module needs to be exchanged.

Purchase costs low higher

* depending on operating conditions and ambient temperature



CORRUGATED BOARD MACHINES DRY-BOARDFINAL CONSIDERATIONS DRY-METAL

MEETING REQUIREMENTS INCREASES PROSPECTS FOR SUCCESS

The task of radiation curing is clearly defined. At the end of the process chain there is a product which has to

meet the customer’s requirements in terms of curing. In this process, both a LED and a UV lamp may be useful

tools in satisfying these requirements with maximum efficiency. There is therefore no point in considering

simply the electrical absorption of both systems.

Typical requirement profiles for successful integration are defined by the following factors:

• Type of substrate and its properties

• Chemistry

• Energy requirement

• Product handling

• Production speed
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GRAPHIC DIVISION
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THANKS FOR YOUR ATTENTION!


